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At a Glance
KEY INSIGHTS

For strikes in between $1.5k and $2.25k, markets
assign higher premiums to options traded on Lyra
than they do on Deribit, with some options close to
ATM trading up to 10 vols more on Lyra
Both exchanges exhibit similar skew properties,
assigning higher premiums to OTM puts than OTM
calls, with Deribits OTM puts being more expensive
than Lyra's

OPTIONS

Average Stablecoin lending yields across Aave &
Compound

ETH SABR SMILE CALIBRATIONS - 24-FEB23 EXPIRY 9:00 UTC
SNAPSHOT

USDT saw a sudden and long-lived spike in lending
yields as the demand for the stablecoin increased
This was likely caused by arbitrageurs trying to buy
the distressed USDC assets at discounted prices

STABLECOINS
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Lyra vs Deribit Volatility Smiles

ETH SABR SMILE CALIBRATIONS - 24-FEB23 EXPIRY 9:00 UTC SNAPSHOT

For strikes in between $1.5k and $2.25k, markets assign higher premiums to options traded on Lyra
than they do on Deribit, with some options close to ATM trading up to 10 vols more on Lyra
Deribits volatility's smile exhibits much more steepness along its wings than that of Lyra's 
Both exchanges exhibit similar skew properties, assigning higher premiums to OTM puts than OTM
calls, with Deribits OTM puts being more expensive than Lyras

The above chart shows the SABR calibrated volatility smiles of the on-chain options exchange protocol Lyra
vs Deribit, the largest off-chain options exchange. Please note that Lyra IVs represent the IV when trading 1
contract.
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Stablecoins

Average Stablecoin lending yields across Aave & Compound

USDT saw a dramatic spike in lending yield across both platforms, caused by a sudden increase in
demand to borrow the asset
Lending yields on other stablecoins saw little to no changes within the same time period

Total Stablecoin value locked in Aave and Compound
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Stablecoins 

BUSDDAI

USDC USDT

Following the USDC de-peg over the weekend, the TVL of USDC in borrowing and lending saw a
decline as users sook to flee the distressed asset
USDT however saw a large increase in borrows, potentially caused by arbitragers looking to buy
USDC at a discount
These arbitragers could collateralise a USDT loan with another asset like ETH, use this USDT to
purchase USDC at a discount from a centralised exchange, sell the USDC back into USDT once the
price recovered, and repay the loan from the lending protocol.
DAI saw a slight reduction in borrows as its token price also saw a de-peg.
BUSD's dramatic decline in TVL was due to a governance decision made by the Aave community to
delist the token from the platform. New users of the pool are currently unable to supply or borrow
assets from the BUSD Lending pool. Existing users however are able to withdraw their tokens from
the pool or repay loans owed to the pool

https://snapshot.org/#/aave.eth/proposal/0xa3e30b1dcba6c3b5d618cff5ee7e8b68977e7d3a1677d55d6142c0438bdd0e8f
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Interesting Charts

Aggregate Liquidations across Aave and Compound

Borrowing and lending protocols saw a wave of liquidations on March 9th as crypto prices
plummeted
Though in a much smaller magnitude than March 9th, lending markets saw some liquidations occur
on March 9th as USDC collateralized loans became under-collateralised

Curve 3pool balances

Popular decentralised exchanges saw an increase in users trading against USDC
Liquidity pools containing USDC such as Curves 3pool and Uniswaps USDC/DAI pool saw sudden
decreases in non-USDC tokens as users swapped out of USDC, with DAI being almost completely
drained from the Uniswap pool on March 11th

Uniswap DAI/USDC pool balances
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